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Abstract

This paper describes E-DEVICE, an extensible active knowledge base system (KBS) that supports the processing of
event-driven, production, and deductive rules into the same active OODB system. E-DEVICE provides the
infrastructure for the smooth integration of various declarative rule types into an active OODB system that supports
low-level event-driven rules only by a) mapping each declarative rule into one event-driven rule, offering centralized
rule selection control for correct run-Lime behavior and conflict resolution, and b) using complex events to map the.
conditions of production rules and monitor the database to incrementally match those conditions. E-DEVICE
provides the infrastructure for easily extending the system by adding a) new rule types as subtypes of existing ones
and b) transparent optimizations to the rule matching network. The resulting system is a flexible, yet efficient, KBS
that gives the user the ability to express knowledge in a variety of high-level forms for advanced problem solving in
data intensive applications.
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1. Introduction
Knowledge Base Systems (KBS) have emerged as an integration of database and

knowledge~based

(or rule-

based) system technologies [36J which satisfy the demand for intelligent, data-intensive applications. On the other
hand, advanced data representation features are required by new complex database applications. It has been proposed

that Objecl-Oriented Databases (OODBs) [18] can be suitable for satisfYing the need of both designers and users for
a representation tool that is semantically richer than that provided by relational databases.

There are two main areas where research in rule integration is being done: active and deductive databases [38].
Active databases use low-level situatioll-actio" rules which arc triggered when a situuriOll arises in the database while
deductive databases are composed from high-level rules which declaratively describe data in terms of other data,
without an exact description of how new data are treated. Furthermore, active rules take rhe form of event-driven and
data-driven rules. Data-driven or production rules are more declarative than event-driven rules [221 because they
describe a firing situation without an exact definition of the way the situation is detected. Event-driven or EventCondition-Action (ECA) rules are more procedural because they explicitly define tlleir activation [38].
All three rule types are useful in an active KBS: evcnt-driven rules are needed mainly for implementing time
constrained applications and extensions to the database system; data-driven rules arc useful for monitoring database
stutes or enforcing integrity constraints; and deductive rules are

~seful

to define and maintain recursive, materialized

views in the database system [8, 20]. Although there are a few relational systems that support two or more rule types,
very few OODB systems do so.
In this paper, we present an extensible object-oriented KBS, called E-DEVICE (Extensible - Data-driven &
EVent-driven rule Integration using Complex Events), that integrates production and deductive rules into an active
OODB that generically supports event-driven rules only. The integration is based on the compilation of the condition
of both declarative rule lypes into a discrimination network that consists of simple and complex events which record
and combine database modifications that could possibly makc a rule fire.
The paper presents the architecture of tbe system and Ihe relationship beLween its componcnts, giving special
emphasis to the extensibility of the system. The work described here extends our previous work on the integration of
production rules into an active OODB system [3, 4J, by providing rhe infras!1"ueture for integrating several new rule
types into a single system. New rule types can be integrated in a straightforward manner by extending the basic
functionality of production rules.
The extensibility of the system is due to the use of the object-oriented (00) infrastructure of metaclasses which
allows for partial redefinition of rule managers as well as transparent extensions and improvements of the rule
matching and execution phases. In the paper we describe several such extensions, such as new rule managers for
integrating materialized and non-materialized deductive rules, derived and aggregate attributes. transparent
optimizations to the storage and retrieval of partially matched information in the event network and set-oriented rule
execution.
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The srructure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 refers to related work on rule integration in active OODBs;

Section 3 presents lhe overall system architecture; Section 4 presents the declarative rule language; Section 5
describes the rule integration scheme; Section 6 describes the extensibility and optimization teatures of E-DEVICE;
Section 7 discusses the system performance, presenting results for deductive rules; and finally, section 8 concludes
this paper with a summary of lhe main points and a discussion of future work.

2. Related Work
There are several active OODB systems that support ECA rules r9, 10, 12, 11, 15]. The ECA rule type is the
most easy to implement in ODORs since events conform 10 the message-passing paradigm of 00 computation and
every recognizable messagelmethod can be a potential event. Therefore, they can be executed as a "detour" from
normal method execulion. There are a few aclive 00D8 systems that support production and/or deductive rules in
addition to ECA rules, but there is no system, to the best of our knowledge, that supports both rule types.
ODE [16] supports both ECA rules (triggers) and production rules (constraints), but their use is rather primitive
because triggers must be explicitly evoked by member functions and all relevant constraims are inefficiently checked
every time an object is accessed. There is no notion of incremental condition checking.
The Chimera protolype [19] and DPRA [31], an extension of the ADAMIEXACT DODB [12, Ill, support
deductive rules and production rules, respectively (but not both), by translating each high-level rule imo a set of ECA
rules using lhe technique first described by Ceri and Widom [8]. This approach is simpler than ours but has certain
drawbacks which are analyzed in section 5.1. Furthennore, lhe performance comparison of our approach with [31] (in
[4]) showed that, in cases of bulk data loading and value-based joins, E-DEVICE is fastcr while lhe one-to-many
approach is better at joins through object references.
There are several relational database systems, on the other hand, that support multiple rule types. For example,
Ariel [22} supports production rules that are efficiently matched using the special discrimination network A-TREAT,
which is built from scratch. ECA rules are emulated using production rules and special differential files (or delta
relations) that record data modifications to compensate for the lack of "pure" events in a relational database
environment. The same architectural line is followed in the RDLI/A-RDL system [23, 35] which additionally
supports deductive rules by treating them as special production rules (see section 5.3).
A rather differenl approach is followed by U·Datalog [7, 6J where deductive rules are extended with updates;
therefore, production rules can be emulated. U-Datalog allows updates to appear in the rule body and be executed
only when lhe body condition is satisfied. The rule head, however, keeps the semantics of Datalog rules. The most
interesting property of U-Datalog rules is that they have fully declarative semanLics even for the updates which are
deferred and only executed allhe end of query processing if (hey do not imroduce inconsistencies nor redundancies
to the database. The declarative specification of updates allows static rule analysis Lhat helps to detect rule
termination and confluence and with optimize rule execution.
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In E·DEYICE, we follow a different integration path. The core system is an active OODB that supports events

and ECA rules. The integration is based on incrementally matching the

condition~

of declarative rules with a

discrimination network. The latter is built from the primitives of the active OODB (events). A tightly-coupled
implementation from scratch (like in Ariel and A-RDL) would require the introduction of new low-level data
struCLUres lhat do not blend well with the 00 model. Specifically, rule matching would require passing database
updates from the OODB to the discrimination function and the latter would pass back the selected rule instanlialions.
However, the above infonnation is part of the OODB, therefore the low-level function would either access data bypassing the 00 interface which would violate encapsulation and integriLY, or it would use the message passing facility
of the OODB which makes it no longer low-level.
Re-using the primitives of an extensible active OODB syslem provides us wiLh all the advantages of the 00
technology: a) extensibility for the rule system, b) ready-IO-use persistence for the discrimination network in the fonn
of events as firsl-class objects, c) graceful coexistence with ECA rules, and d) flexibility for experimenting and
optimizing separately the various parts of the discrimination network.
DIPS [34} is an example of a relational system thal re-uses the primitives of the system (relational tables)
(rather than a low-level approach) to perfonn rule condition matching. However, DIPS does not support traditional
ECA rules.
There are also relational systems, like POSTGRES [33J and Starburst l39J, that originally supponed ECA rules.
POSTGRES also supports backward chaining deductive rules through data retrieval events which trigger ECA rules
lhat retrieve lhe derived data. Starburst has been extended with forward chaining deductive rules using a multiple
active rule translation method [8], similar to [19, 3ll Apart from the advantages described in section 5.1,
performance tests in seclion 7 clearly show lhat E-DEVICE is faster for incremental insertions and deletions and also
considerably faster for bulk inserts using set-oriented rule execution.
Finally, our algorithm for the maintenance of derived objects is

ba.~ed

on a counting algorithm that was first

described in [20]. However, in [20J the counting algorithm is used only for non-recursive rules while for recursive
ones an algorithm similar to [8] is used. However, we use the counting algorithm for recursive rules as well since the
derivation process always tenninates, even for derived objecls with infinitely many derivalions (see section 5.3).

3. The Architecture ofE-DEVICE
E-DEVICE is implemented on top of the ECLiPSe Prolog as an extension to the active OODB EXACT [11],
which is itself an extension of ADAM OODB {3D]. The overall architecLure of the E-DEVICE system is shown in
Figure 1. The various components are plugged-in as modules, extending the basic active OODB system, rather than
being placed on a distinct layer on top of the EXACT and ADAM systems. This is a consequence of the OODB
extensibility through metaclasses [32] and makes DEVICE itself extensible.
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Figure 1. The architecture of the E-DEVICE system.
The compile-lime components of the E-DEVICE include a) the parser, which parses the textual description of
the rule and, furthermore, applies a series of transformation to the parse tree in order to produce a more efficient and
easy to compile tree (pre-compiler/optimizer) and b) the compiler which compiles the parse tree into a network of
complex events and an active rule using the techniques described in section 5.
The run-time components ofE-DEVICE are the OODB metaclasses that were introduced in EXACI'/ADAM in
order to implement the strucrore and behavior of production, deductive, etc. rules (sec section 5). Rules are first-class
objects, instances of the rule managers. The ECA rule manager is the most generic rule manager and is part of the
EXACT system. The various rule managers that implement the functionality of E-DEVICE are subclasses of the ECA
rule manager which means Ihat Ihey inherit part of Ihe functions of Ihe generic rule manager while mey re-define
many of them in order to capture the higher-level semantics of production and deductive rules.
In addition, new types of events (complex events) have been introduced as subtypes of me generic EXACf
events. These are fixed, and they are the building components of the complex event discrimination network Ihat is
used to match the declarative rules' conditions. The event manager keeps track of which simple events have occurred
and combines Ihem incrementally to match the rules' conditions.
During Ihe development of E-DEVICE, we tried nOlto interfere and alter the original code for EXACT in order
to make E-DEVICE portable across extensible active OODB systems. However, certain features of E-DEVICE were
difficult to be implemented without altering the structure and behavior of some EXACT objects. In the furore, we will
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try to optimize the E-DEVICE implementation; one of our goals is to provide an even smoother integration into
EXACT.

4. The Declarative Rule Language
This section describes the system's declarative rule language which follows, for the most part, the OPS5 [13]
paradigm influenced by tbe OODB context of E-DEVICE. Both types of declarative rules which are supported by EDEVICE are expressed as a conditio1l, which defines a pattern of objects lo be detected over the database, followed
by an action (for production rules) or a cOl/ell/sioll (for deductive rules). The language for defining low-level ECA
rules is described in [12, 11].

4.1 The Rule Condition
The following rule condition defines an employee named 'Mike' whose salary exceeds his manager's salary:
Example I.

IF

E@ernp(name='Mike',salary:S,manager:M) and M@emp(salary<Sj

THEN

delete => E

The condition of a rule is an illter·object pattern which consists of the conjunction of one or more (positive or
negative) intra-object patterns. The intra-object pauerns consist of one or more al/riblfle pallerns. The first of the
above intra-object patterns denotes an instance E of class emp with attribute name equal to Mike, with salary Sand
manager M. The second intra-object paltern describes the manager Mof employee E, whose salary attribute is less
than lhe salary S of E.
Variables in front of the class names denote ins!ances of the class. Inside the brackets, attribute patterns are
denoted by relational comparisons, eilher directly with constants or indirectly through variables. Variables are also
used to deliver values for comparison to olher intra-object patterns Goins) in the same condition or to lhe action pan
of the rule. The values can be both object references and normal values, e.g. integers, strings.
We notice here that the condition of Example 1 could be also written as;
E@emp(name='Mike',salary:S,salary.manager<S)
Attribute patterns can navigate through object references of complex attributes, such as the complex aUribute
salary. manager. The innermost attribute should be an attribute of class emp. Moving from right to the left of the
expression, attributes belong LO classes related through object-reference attributes of the class of their predecessor
attributes. During a pre-compilation phase, each rule that contains complex auribule expressions is transformed into
one thal contains only simple attribute expressions by introducing new intra-object patterns. The above pattern is
actually transformed into the condition of Example 1.
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There can also be negated intra-object patterns in the condition. A negative intra-object paltern denotes a
negative condition ilial is satisfied when no objects in the database satisfy the corresponding pmitive intra-object
pattern. The following rule condition identifies an employee namcrl 'Mike' whose salary is the highest.
Example 2.

IF

El@emp(name='Mike',salary:S) and not E2@emp(salary>S) and
prolog{NS is S

THEN

* 0.8)

update salary ([5, NS])

~

El

We notice thal only safe rules [36J are allowed, i.e. a) variables that appear in the action must also appear at
least once inside a non-negated condition and b) variables that are used inside a negated condition must also appear at
least once inside a non-negated condition. Otherwise they are just ignored.
The choice for the logic-like condition language is justified by the fact thal the condition is supposed to be a
declarative specification of the state of lhe database, and therefore, it is not appropriate to use the procedural interface
of the OODE as the condition language. However, the use of arbilrary Prolog or ADAM goals to express some small
static conditions or to compute certain values is allowed in the condition through the special prolog [ J construct. In
appendix A, we include the full syntax of lhe condition-part language.

4.2 The Actions of Production Rules
The action pan of a production rule defines a sel of updates to be performed on the database objeCI$ lhat were
identified in the rule condition.

Th~e

updates are expressed in an extended Prolog language which includes the

default procedural data manipulation language of ADAM. The syntax of the ADAM messages can be found in [18].
Examples of production rule actions were given in the previous section. In Example I, the employee named 'Mike' is
deleted when his salary is higher than his manager's salary whereas, in Example 2, Mike's salary is lowered by 20%
when no other employee has a higher salary.

4.3 The Conclusion of Deduclive Rules
Deductive rules have a conclllsioll instead of an aclion. The conclusion is n derived class template that defines
the objects thal are derivable when the condition is true.
Example 3.

DR1:

IF

A@arc(start:X,end:Y) THEN path(start:X,end:Y)

DR2:

IF

P@path(start:X,end:Y) and A@arc(start:Y,end:Z\=X}

THEN

path(start:X,end:Z)
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The deductive rule DRI of Example 3 defines that un object with atlributes start, end is an instance of class
path if there is an object A in class arc with exactly the same attribute!>.

Class path is a derived class, i.e. a class whose instances are derived from deductive rules. Only one derived
class template is allowed at the THEN part (head) of a deductive rule. However, there can exist many rules with the
same derived class at the head. The final set of the derived object,> is a union of objects derived by all the rules that
define the derived class. For example, the lransilive closure of the arc relation is completed with the recursive rule
DR2 of Example 3.

The derived class template consists of attribute-value pairs where the value can either be a variable that appears
in the condition or a constant. The syntax is given in appendix A.

5. Declarative Rule Integration
The main idea behind the integration of declarative rules into an ECA based active OODB is that declarative
rules are in the form: IF condition THEN consequent, while ECA rules are in the form: ON event IF
condition THEN action. According to [38], there exist ways to translate the former to the latter or, in other

words. to embed high-level rules into an active database system using the primitives of the laUer.
Production. deductive, and other declarative rules are compiled to ECA rules in order to be constanlly
monitored by the active database. The condition of a rule is compiled into a complex event network, which is
associated with the event-part of the ECA rule, while the action-part of the ECA rule depends on the type of the
declarative rule.

5.1 The Rule Translation Method
Our rule translation method uses complex events to translate a declarative rule into only one ECA rule. For
example consider the following (abstract) rule:

PI: IF a & b & c THEN <consequent>
The above production rule is translated into the following ECA rule:
CAl: ON e a & eb & e" [IF true] THEN <consequent>

where primitive events e a , eb' e c detecl the insertion of the data items a, b,

C,

respectively, and the operator

&

denotes the conjunction of the events. The complex event manager of the OODB monitors the above primitive events
and combines their parameters in order to detect the occurrence of the complex event incrementally. When the
complex event is detected. lhe condition of the rule has been matched and the event manager forwards a tuple (or
token) with the complex event's parameters to the rule manager which is responsible to schedule it for execution.
Notice that the incremental condition matching requires that when a primitive event occurrence is detected (e.g.
e a ). then its parameters must be matched against the parameters of all previously detected event occurrences for the
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other two events, rather than only with the currently occurred ones. In order to achieve mis, the parameters of all
event occurrences are kept in the complex evenl network even after the end of the transaction. Acrually, lhey are
never deleted unless an explicit deletion is issued. More details on the run-time behavior of the complex event
network are described in section 5.3.2.
The condition part of the ECA rule is always true because all conditions tests have been incorporated inlo the

complex event. However, some small sw.tic conditions are allowed to be checked in the condition parl of the ECA
rule through lhe prolog ( } construct.
An alternative rule integration scheme that can be used in active database system!> which support only primitive
events has been proposed for deductive [8, 19J and production rules L31J, According to this scheme, each high-level

rule is translated into many ECA rules, each of which is triggered by a different event, derived from a single
condition element of the condition of the high-level rule. The condition of each ECA rule is almost the same as the
condition of the high-level rule, minus the event. For example, rule Pl is translated into the following 3 ECA rules:
AI: ON e, IF b
A2: ON e, IF a
A3: ON eo IF a

,c

,c
,b

THEN <consequen t>
THEN <consequent>
THEN <consequen t>

In the case of deductive rules, the monitoring of the
deletion of objects is also required to keep the database
consistent. If the events

d~,

db, dc, monitor the deletion of

the corresponding dam items, then 3 more ECA rules are

needed [8, 19]. Furthennore, the approach of [8J requires one more rule to check and re-derive some deleted derived
objects due to possible alternative derivations while in [19], deletion is prevented by incorporating this check in the
"deletion" rules. E-DEVICE, on the other hand, does not require such a check or a re-derivation because it uses a
counter-based mechanism [20J which accounts for the multiply derived objects.
In the following, we analyze the disadvantages of the one-to-many rule translation approach.
Mailllellance. If someone wants to delete or temporarily disable a production rule, he/she should perform the

same operation to all related ECA rules. However, this requires special care since the user might forget some of the
ECA rules, and the rule base would then become inconsistent. Our approach avoids this problem by creating only one
rule which is maintained more easily. The de-activation of all the events (both simple and complex ones) associated
with a deleted or disabled rule is automatically done by the system.
Redulldallt conditioll c1leckillg. Consider the following sequence of event occurrences in an empty database: ee,
eb. e •. We assume that all events occur in the same transaction and that ECA rules AI-A3 have immediate Event-

Condition (EC) coupling mode. ECA rules are considered in the following order: A3, A2, AI. First A3 and then A2
are triggered but not executed since their conditions are not satisfied. Finally Al is triggered. its condition is satisfied,
and the action is executed. This behavior is correct since the production rule PI should be tired after the insertion of
c, b, a. However. 3 ECA rules are triggered, and 6 condition elements are checked either successfully or nol. Each of
the 3 condition elements a, b, c is checked twice; the first time the check fails, while [he second succeeds. This
redundancy leads to poorer perfonnance, as will be shown in section 8.
Redundant action execution. Now re-consider the above event occurrence sequence, bUl with the assumption

that all 3 ECA rules have deferred EC coupling mode. This means that at the end of the transaction, all the ECA rules
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are triggered and executed because the data items have already been inserted by the time the rule conditions are
considered. However, all 3 rules will execute the same action. This creates a problem because it is incorrect.
Net effect. One more problem associated with

me immediate EC coupling moue is the absence of the lief effect

of l;venls. When an evenl triggers a rule and that rule is selected for firing, there is no way to "undo" the rule
activation by reversing tbe effect of the triggering event. This problem exists for Lhe rules with immediate EC
coupling, even if the underlying active system does support net effects, because rules are immediately activated

without waiting for the end of the LIansaction. The immediate mode is simply not compatible with the state
description nature of production rule conditions.
One way lo overcome the absence of net effects, in the case of immediate EC and deferred CA coupling modes,
is to re-check the condition inside the aClion of the ECA rule in order to assure lhat the event and the condition that
triggered the rule after tile event signaling is still true allhe end of the transaction. For example rule Al would look
under this scheme as follows l :
AI: ON e a IF b & c THEN (a&b&c -> <consequent>; true)

In the case of deferred EC and CA coupling, the check should be included only in the condition:
AI: ON e a IF a & b & c THEN <consequent>

However, the above solution would incur overhead on the performance of rule execution because it duplicates
checking of already checked conditions. Our approach avoids this problem of net event effecls as discussed in the
next section.

5.2 Production Rule Semantics
The produclion rule manager receives all the detected complex event occurrences from the event manager and
selects those events that activale production rules. The lauer, also called "rule instantiations," are placed into the
"conflict set" when the received rule instantiation token is positive. On the other hand, a negative Loken causes the
corresponding rule instantiation to be removed from the conflict set, if it still exists there. Briefly, tokens are a means
to propagate matching data of the condilion throughout the discrimination network and to the rule action; they will be
discussed further in section 5.3.2.
When mUltiple rule instantiations are placed in the conflicl set, there is an ambiguity concerning the number and
order of rules lo be executed. The OPS5 approach applies heuristic strategies to select a unique rule instanlialion lo
be executed [13]. The active database syslems approach uses priorilies to resolve the rule execution order. In EDEVICE, we incorporated the OPS5 contlict resolution heurislics into the priority mechanism of the active OODB

I The notation (a,b; c) is the nolalion of Prolog for the usual iff/len-else programming construct and it means "if
a (is true) then (execute) b else (execute) c".
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system. The application of any of lhe heuristics is controlled by an appropriate c1a~s variable of the rule manager that

can be set to on or off.
The conflict set is a Prolog list (LIFO structure) that is slored as a class attribute in the production rule manager.
The refractorilless criteria removes the instantiation tokens of the rules thai have been executed from the conflict list.

The

recellCY

criteria inserts the newly derived rule instantiations at the beginning of the conflicllist, in order to be

considered before lhe older ones.
Finally, the specificity criteria selectively picks-up at run-time from the conflict set instantiation tokens of rules
that their conditions are more specific than the others. The specificity of a rule is determined by the number of event
objects involved during condition matching and is calculated at compile-time by counting the total number of
generated events for the condition. Notice that because the specificity of a rule is based on the number of actually
generated events and not on the syntactical complexity of its condition, deep path expressions in the condition may
produce a high specificity score that is at first oat comprehensible from the simple high-level rule declaration.
The specificity heuristic has been blended with the rule priority mechanism of EXACT. The speci ficity of each
rule is used by the system at rule-creation time: to place the rule (NOT the: rule instantiation) into a partially ordered
set, called ordered_rule_list, which keeps the object identifiers (OIDs) for eaeh production rule object. Our
mechanism instead of storing the totally ordered rule instantiation set in the conflict list, it dynamically creates it at
selection time by intersecting the conflict list with the ordered_rule list. The fust rule instantiation in the
above set is selected for firing.
After the rule manager selects a rule instantiation for firing, the condition part of the rule is checked. Usually
the trivial true condition is associated with E-DEVICE rules unless the prolog ( ) construct is present at the rule
definition. If the condition evaluates to false, then the rule is not fired. If the condition is confirmed, then the action
part of the rule must be scheduled for execution. The action is executed as a compound Prolog goal in "immediate"
Condition-Action coupling mode.
In E-DEVICE, rule selection and execution are initiated either at the end of the transaction or at intermediate
user-specified checkpoims. After the first rule instantiation is selected and executed, the rule manager self-raises a
checkpoint in order to continue with the nex.t production cycle by considering all the previous rule instantiations plus
any new ones that have been produced by the execution of rule actions. This cycle continues until a jUpoillt is
reached, where there are no more rule instantiations left in the conflict set. This happens when rule actions either do
not produce new rule instantiations or evoke explicit objecl delelions that propagate up to Lhe conflicL seL. After the
fixpoint is reached, the control of the transaction is given back to the user.
The net effect of events is guaranteed by the "deferred" EC coupling mode [11]. When two events of the same
transaction cause contradictory (a positive and a negative) rule instantiation placements in the conflict set, then the
rule instantiation is eliminated from the conflict set before the rule selection and execution sequences begin at the end
of the transaction. Therefore, no rule is executed. When the

lWO

events above are issued at different transactions, but

the rule ioslantiation in question has not yet been selected for execution, a similar net effect is produced.

JJ

5.3 Deductive Rule Semantics
The integration of deductive rules in E-DEVICE is achieved by mapping the deductive rule semantics on
production rules. In this section, we describe the materialized approach in which each derived object is stored in the
database for future usc. We also describe, in the next section. a non-materialized approach where derived objects are

not stored but instead computed from the normal (base) objects on demand. Finally, two more types of rules for
derived data, namely derived and aggregate attributes, are presented.

According to the semantics of deductive rules, when the condition is smistied, then the object described in the
head exists in the database. This is a declanltive way to stale that when the condition is satisfied, then the derived
objecl should be inserted in the database. According to this procedural interpretation, deductive rules can be emulated
using production rules, as in RDLl [23].
However, the simple production rule rranslation scheme must be extended 10 fully capture the semantics of
deductive rules. For example, the creation of a new derived objecl should only be done if the object does not already
exist, otherwise two distinct objects with the same atrribute values will exist. This is a consequence of the generic
differences between the OlD-based OODBs and the value-based deductive databases [37].
Furthennore, when the condition of a deductive rule is false, then the derived object of the head must be
removed from the database. Before this is done, however, it must be ensured that the derived object is not deducible
by another rule instantiation. For this reason, we use a counter mechanism which stores the number of derivations of
an object [20]. If the derived object has a counter equal to I, then it is deleted; otherwise the counter is only
decreased by I.
Notice here that we use the counting algorithm bolb for non-recursive and recursive deductive rules while in
[20], it is only used for non-recursive rules. This is done in case there are base classes in the rule condition with data
cycles among their instances. Then the derived objects have infinitely many derivations and the derivation process
will not terminate [29]. Our algorithm, however, tenninates in case of infinitely many derivations. When an object is
derived more than once, then just its counter is increased. The associated events, which are always raised upon the
insertion of lbe object, are simply not raised because the object is not re-inserted. Therefore, the process terminates
because no more events are forwarded into the discrimination network.
The above operational semantics of deductive rules can be modeled by the following production rules:
Rl:

IF condition
THEN (exists (object)

R2:

-7

inc_counter(object); create(object})

IF exists (object) and not (condition)
THEN (counter(object»l

-7

dec_counter(object); delete(object))

However, the presence of multiple production rules would yield the system inefficient since the management (at runtime) of both of them would incur unnecessary production cycles.
In order to model the deletion of a derived object, production rules are extended with an an t i _ ac t ion (or
ELSE) pan that hosts the derived object deletion algorithm. Using this extended scheme, a deductive rule can be
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modeled by a single production rule if lite positive action is mapped to the action part of the production rule, and
the negative action is mapped to the anti_action part:
IF

condition

THEN

(exists (object)

ELSE

(counter(object»l

-7

inc_cQunter(object); create(object)}
-7

dec counter(object); delete(object))

Furthermore, the rule manager is extended in order to be able to execute the anti-action rule part upon the
receipt of an anti-signal from lhe event manager. Therefore, the semantics of dcuuctive rules are implemented under a
new deductive rule manager that is a subclass of the production rule manager. The former inherits a part of the

common behavior from the lattcr and overrides some of the structural and behavioral fealures of the latter. as
described in this section.
Derived classes appear at the head of deductive rules. When a deductive rule is created and the derived class
that its head refers to does not exist, it is also created. The structure of the class is derived by the template of the head
and is extended by lhe counter we described above. Derived classes allow only retrieval operations on their instances
since explicit creation, deletion or modification of derived objeclS might violate Uleir integrity. Special methods that
retrieve instances of derived classes according to their attribute values (like Prolog queries), are provided as well.
The conflict resolution strategies of deductive rules differ from production rules. The recency strategy is set to
off and new rule instantiations are appended to the conflict set. The rule search space is navigated in a breadth-first or
iterated strategy to model the set-oriented semi-naive evaluation of deductive rules [36J.
The specificity criterion is overridden by a new control strategy that considers stratificatioll of rules with
negation. When a deductive rule is created, the derived classes that appear in the condition are collected along with
their stratum numbers (i.e. their order of evaluation). The algorithm of L36] checks if the new rule, along with the
existing ones, constitute a stratified logic program and modifies their strata as a side-effect. The stratum numbers
define a partial ordering of rules and is used to resolve rule selection at run-time using exactly the same algorithm
described for the specificity criterion in production rules.

5.3.1 Non-Materialized Deductive Rules
We now consider the non-materialized case, where derived data is nol permanently stored in the database, but
are computed only as needed as a response to given queries. Non-materialized deductive rules are a special case of
the materialized ones and are compiled normally but not activated. Thus the associated primitive events are neither
detected nor propagated in the discrimination network.
When a query about a derived class is made, two active rules, signaled bcfore and after the query, are executed.
The first rule gathers all the non-materialized derived classes from the dependency graph that contribute to the
derivation of the derived class in question and activates all their associated rules. This causes the associated primitive
events to be detected retrospectively and propagated into the discrimination network. Finally, the selected rules are
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executed using the default mechanisms for derived rules and temporarily materialize the derived objects. After the
query is executed, the second active rule de-activates a1llhe rules and deletes the derived objects.
Certain oplimizalions of lhe non-materialized approach, such as magic sets [36], can be inrroduced to limit the
number of derived objects to just the necessary

(0

answer to a given query. Magic sets rewrite the deductive rules

(using additional auxiliary predicates), therefore one possible approach to implement magic sets is to rewrite and
compile rules at run-time and then run the query. This approach. of course, has the overhead of compilation and can
be used only for large databases and computations. An alternative solution would be to precompile parameterized
transformed rule sets using alllhe alternative goal adornments.

5.3.2 Derived Attributes
E-DEVICE also supports derived attributes, i.e. attributes that are calculated using other attributes of the same
or different object(s). Here we describe the materialized approach, i.e. the values for derived attributes are stored and
not calculated on-demand. The main concern about the materialized approach is that these values should be
mainwined when the values of lhe attributes that they dcpend upon change.
A derived attribute rule looks like the following:
Example 4.

IF

E@emp(salary:S,bonus_percentage:Pl and
prolog{Total is

THEN

S~(I+P)}

E@emp(total income:Total)

The above declarative definition of the derived attribute total income implies that.
•

when both attributes salary and bonus_percentage are present, then the derived attribute is
calculated and stored.

•

when either of the attributes is deleted then the derived attribute must be deleted as well.
Notice that an update of one of the base aUributes is emulated by a deletion of the attribute, followed by an

insertion. Therefore, the above semantics of the derived attribute rules can tackle attribute updates as well. The
semantics we describe for the derived attribute rule are emulated through an action/anti-action production rule, in
much the same way as the deductive rules presented earlier in the section.

IF

E@emp(salary:S,bonus_percentage:PJ and
prolog/Total is

S~(I+P)}

THEN

put_total_income ([Total])

ELSE

delete_total_income([Total)J

~

E
~

E

The derived attribute rule manager is a subclass of thc deductive rule manager, in order to inherit its run-time
behavior (see section 6). However, the two rule managers do not share their conflict sets. Deductive rules are
executed using stratification while derived attribute rules are more like production rules but with not any preferred
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order of execution. Furlhermore, the compilation process of derived amibute rules is simpler than deductive rules.
The compilation procedure is obvious from the above example.

Apart from the maintenance of the derived attribute, the derived aUribule rule also causes the insertion of a new
attribute in the class emp upon the rule creation. Derived attributes need not be declared when the class is created,
but can be inserted later, since the ADAM OODB supports the dynamic re-configuration of the schema.

5.3.3 Aggregate Attributes
In this section, we present how aggregate derived amibutes are implemented in E-DEVrCE, based on the syntax

for derived attributes we described in the previous section.
ExampleS.
IF

E@emp(salary:S,dept:Ol

THEN

O@dept(total salaries:sum(S))

Th~

above rule stores in the derived attribute total_salaries of class dept the total salary of all

~mployees

of Ihat depanmenl. In order 10 correctly maintain the aggregate aUribute, the following semantics should

be emulated:
•

when a new employee is created or hisflJ.er salary is inserted or his/her department is inserted, then the salary
should be added to the value of the aggregate attribute.

•

when an employee is deleted or hislher salary is deleted or his/her department is deleted, then the salary
should be subtracted from the value of the aggregate attribute.
Again, the update of the salary or the department is emulated by a deletion followed by an insertion. The

semantics we described for the aggregate attribute rule are emulated almost in the same way with derived attribute
rules. The translation for the above aggregat~ attribute rule is given in Figure 2.
Notice that before the action
IF
E@emp(salary:S,dept:O)
THEN (get total salaries (Prev) ~ 0 -lo
- (Next is Prey + S,
update_total_salaries ( [Prev, Next 1)
put total_salar~es([S]) ~ OJ
ELSE (get total_salaries(Prev) ~ 0,
Next is Prey - S,
update_total_salaries([prev,Next)) ~ D)

updates the value of the aggregate
anribute, it checks if this is the first time
=)

D);

Figure 2. A simplified translated rule for the sum a2gregate function

the rule runs. An implied assumption is
that the sum aggregate function has an
initial value of O. This is a generic
description

of

the

semantics

of

ag2re2ate attribute rules. In reality, the
structure of Lhe translated rule is a litlle more complicated in order to cater for

Oth~r

aggregate functions as well.

Furthermore, it is preferable to have an extensible mechanism for aggregate functions, i.e. to be relatively easy
new ones.

[0

add
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class

aggregate function

slots

name

In E-DEVICE, the extensibility is provided by a class called
aggregate function, whose instances hold infonnation about
the aggregate functions thai are supported by the system. This includes

initial value

its name, initial value, the methods for calculating ils value
methods

positive_next

incrementally, and possibly a melhod for calculating the answer

[0

a

negative_next

query regarding the aggregate attribute (Table 1). The action/anti-

calc result

action of lhe transformed rule must access the attributes and melhods
Table 1. The class
aggregate_function

of !.he instances of this

cla.~s

in order to able

(0

provide onc general

translation rule for all kinds of aggregate functions. For example,
Table 2 shows how the sum aggregate function is represented as an instance of the class aggregate_function.
The semantics of all but the last method are obvious. To demonstrate the need for the calc_result method,
recalllhat fue average (avg) aggregate function can only be computed by keeping both the sum and the COUnl for the
attribute to be averaged. Therefore. the value that is actually stored in the aggregated attribute is not the average
value but ralher a tuple of lhe sum and lhe count. Then the average value can be calculated on demand when the

object

l#aggregate function

instance of

aggregate function

name

sum

initial value

0

positive next([Old,Current],Next)
negative next ([Old,Current,

,

] ,Next)

Next is Old + Current.

.

Next is Old

-

calc result (Sum, Sum) .

Table 2. The aggregate function sum

object

5#aggregate function

instance of

aggregate function

name

avg

initial value

[0,01

positive_next([[OldS,OldC],Currentj, [NextS,NextC])
NextS is OldS + Current, NextC is OldC + 1.
negative_next([[OldS,OldC],Current,_,_], [NextS,NextC])
NextS is OidS - Current, NextC is OidC - 1.
ca1c_result([Sum,Count],Avg)
(Count \= 0 -> Avg is Sum/Count; Avg

=

0).

Table 3. The aggregate function avg

Current.
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object

3#aggregate function

instance of

aggregate function

name

max

initial value

The smal{es/ vallI/!

ill

tlie domain orllle alfriblffe

positive_oext{[Old,Current],Next)
(Current > Old -> Next

~

.

Current; Next

~

Old) .

negativ8_oext([Old,Current,Class,Attribj,Next)
(Current < Old -> Next

~

Old;

find max([Attrib],Next)

~>

Class) .

calc result (Max, Max) .
Table 4. The aggregate function max

object that contains the aggregate attribute is queried. Then the calc_result method is used to calculate the
average from the sum and count aggregate values (Table 3). On the other hand, the sum aggregate function does not
need such a lreaUDent. and the calc_result method (Table 2) just relUrns the slored value. Using this scheme,
more advanced algebraic aggregate functions {17] that are pretty much useful for data warehousing and OLAP [28J
can be incorporated.
Finally, certain aggregate functions, like max and min, cannot be maintained incrementally upon deletion [28].
For these functions, the negative_next method is complicated and inefficient. In Tablc 4, the method
find max finds the maximum value for a certain attribute of a class when the value that has been deleted matches

with the current maximum value. Notice that the input argument list of the negati ve_next method is longer than
the one of positive_next method in order to pass such information like the class and the attribute to be
aggregated. These extra argument are only used for aggregate functions like max and min while for the resl of the
functions they are simply ignored (Table 2, Table 3).
Currently, the code for the three methods that are necessary 10 maintain (and query) aggregate attributes must
be manually supplied by the maintainer of the database. However, we believe that it is quite clear where and how
these methods are inserted.
In the following, a general procedure for translating an aggregate attribute rule is presented. Assume thal the
rule is given as:
IF

condition(class,O,attrib,V)

THEN

O@aggr_class(aggr_attrib:aggr_func(V))

where aggr_attrib is the name of the aggregate attribute for class aggr_class, aggr func is the name of
the aggregate function, 0 is an objecl of class aggr_class thal holds the aggregate attribute value. and V is the
value of the attribute at trib of class class to be aggregated. The translated rule is shown in Figure 3. The most
notable feature is that the condition has been extended with an intra-objecl pattern that retrieves the OlD of the
aggregate function instance, in order to use il for accessing the initial value and the incremental maintenance
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IF

condition(class,O,attrib,V) and
AF@aggregate_function(name=aggr_func}

THEN

(get_<aggr_attrib>(Prev)

=)

0 --;.

(positive_next ([Prev, V], Next) =:> AF,
update_<aggr_Q ttrib>{ [Prev, Next))

=:> 0);

(get_initial_value(Initial) =:> AF,
positive next([Initial,V],Nextl =:> AF ,
put_ <aggr_attrib>( [Next])

ELSE

=:> 0))

(get <aggr_attr.l.b>(Prev) =:> 0,
negative_next([Prev,V,class,attribl,Next} =:> AF,
update_<aggr_attrib>( [Prev,Next]} =) O}

Figure 3. The general fonn of a translated aggregate attribute rule

methods. Furthermore, the anti-action docs not need to use the initial value because when it is executed due to a
negative rule instantiation the rule must have been positively executed in the pa.~t.
The aggregated attribute rule manager is a subclass of lhe derived allribute rule manager and inherils ils runtime behavior. Furthermore. the lWo rule managers share their conflict sels (section 6). However, the compilation
process of aggregated allribute rules overrides that of derived attribute rules because it is much more complex.

5.4 Condition Compilation and Matching
The efficient matching of production rules is usually achieved through a discrimination network, like RETE
[14], TREAT [24], etc. E-DEVICE smoothly integrales a RETE-like discrimination network into an active OODB
system as a set of first class objecls by mapping each node of the network onto a complex event object of the active
database system. This section overviews both the structure and behavior of the network along with the compilation
process lhat produces it. More details about both the compilation and run-time aspecls of the network nodes can be
found in [3. 4].

5.4.1 Structure and Behavior of the Complex Event Network
This section describes the structure and behavior of the complex event network thal incrementally matches the
rule conditions against the database. Throughout this section, we use the deductive rule DR2 of Example 9 (in section
7). The complex event network for this rule is shown in Figure 4.

Primitive Events. The DEVICE network has multiple input sources which are the primilive database evenls
detected by the active database system. Each attribute patlern inside any intra-object pattern in the condition is
mapped on a primitive event that monitors the inserlion (or deletion) of values at the corresponding attribute. In
Figure 4, there are several primitive evenls, such as put_start, put_end for both classes arc and path. and
their delete

type counlerparts.
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The fact that the DEVICE network has multiple input sources makes it suitable for a database environmem
where updates can be asynchronous. Furthermore the fine-grained input sources can capture updates on single object
attributes rather !.han whole database tuples. as in relational databases [22].

The creation of whole database objects could be monitored by the event new of the class of the intra-object
palterns. However, metllod new iterates over the attributes of the newly created objecl and inserts them using the
default put_type melhods. Hence, the monitoring of primitive put_ lype events suffice and is more flexible since it
can capture simple attribute updates. Similar arguments also hold for the deletion of objects and the corresponding
delete_type events. Actually, this is an optimization of the compilation thal is specific only LO EXACf/ADAM.
Other extensible OODB systems might require also the monitoring of the object creation event new.
The signalillg of a put_type primitive event denotes that a certain database state has been reached by inserting
data in the database. On the other hand, !.he occurrence of delete_type events denotes thaI a certain pattern in the
rule condition that was previously present in the database is no longer valid. To model such semantics, we introduce
anti-sigllalillg. We notice that update_type events are emulated by anti-signaling a delete_type event followed

by the signaling of a put

type event.

When primitive events are signaled (or anti-signaled), the event manager forwards a positive (or negative) token
with the message parameters to the successor nelwork nodes via the corresponding checking (anti_checking)
method. These methods internally process the input tokens and check if a complex event can be signaled according to
the current input signal and the local history of event activation. When appropriate, these methods construct output
tokens that are forwarded further in the event network.
Logical evellts perform simple attribute tests, and they are only raised when the associated condition is satisfied.

In E-DEVICE, logical events map attribute comparisons with constants, and they arc signaled by primitive events to
!P@path!start-thessalonlkl,end:Y) and

•

[P@path(start-thessalonlki,cnd;Yl}

••- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + .
[start-thessalonlkl)
4

[end:¥!

..

~~arc(~tart;Y,cnd;Z\-thessalonlkl))

•

(A@arc(start:'i,em!:Z\oLhcssalonikiJ )

..----------------+.
!slarL''i}

;''===:;-;:;~::::::;;'

!cnd;Z\-thessalonlkil

4

..

.. .

[A,Zl

-to- signal
primitive I('J inlcr-objccl
CVCDl
L.::.J evenl
I?I JoC ienl f2tI active rule
L::..I evenl
rel

•

~

ami-signal

D

Ii]

inlm-objecl event

- - . - Sclll!dull! Ae/i,m
. . Sc/'I!dull! An/;·aet;,m

Figure 4. The complex event network for Example 9.

{} condition palu:m

o loken

/9

perform a check on their parameter. If lhe check is successful, an output token i!> propagated to a successor event in
the event network. In Figure 4, two such logical events exist, each one of them for the attribute tests against a
conslant.

Two-input Events. An intra-object pattern that consists of at

lea.~l

two attribute patterns is lranslaled into a fWO-

input event (also called intra-object event) that joins the parameters of the input events (primitive and/or logical)
based on the OID the message recipient objects. In Figure 4, there are two intra-object events since there are two
intra-object patterns in the condition of rule DR2 of Example 9.
When an intra-object pattern consists of more than two attribute patterns, then the inlra-object event that joins
the first two attribute pauerns is further joined with the remaining atlribute paLlerns into new intra-object events and
so on and so forth until all the attribute patlerns are catered for.
Multiple intra-object patterns are mapped into mulliple intra-object

evenL~

that are joined in pairs based on the

shared variables between the intra-object paHerns in the rule condition. These events are called inter-object events. In
Figure 4, there is one inter-object event that joins the two intra-object events on the value of variable Y.
The last inter-object event of the network maps the whole rule condition, and it is directly attached to the ECA
rule that maps the original rule.
Two-input events receive tokens from both inputs whose behavior is sylluuetrical. TIle positive incoming tokens
are permanently stored at the corresponding input memories and are joined with the tokens of the opposite memory.
The join produces one or more positive outputlokens according 10 a pre-compiled pattern and are propagated further
to the event network.
Example 6.
In Figure 4, assume that there exist 2 arcs that stan from the node 'Thessaloni ki' in the database. Both of

them will cause the creation of two path objects, due to the first rule of Example 9. These two path objects
correspond

10

tokens

that

reside

at

the

left

memory

of

the

two-input

inter-object

event,

e.g.

[27#path, 'Katerini' land [33#path,' Kilkis']. The name of the starting node is not stored in the
IOkens because the condition pattern merely tests it. Therefore, it is not forwarded beyond the corresponding logical
event. The two original arc objects are also stored as tokens in the right memory of the inter-object event
[12#arc, 'Thessaloniki r , 1 Katerini ' ], [17#arc,' Thessaloni ki r , r Kilkis' J. If a new arc
object is inserted in the database, then the token, e.g. [41#arc, 'Kilkis' , 'Serres r] is signaled at the right
input, stored at the right memory, and joined with the above two tokens of the left memory. The join succeeds only
for the second token; therefore, the token [ r Serres r] is signaled at the output of the two-input event.
Tokens describe dalabase states, and they persist inside the two-inpul event memories beyond the end of lhe
transaction. They can be only explicitly deleted to reflect deletions in the database. The deletion of tokens is triggered
by lhe propagalion of anti-signals in the network.
When a two-input event receives a negalive token at one of its inputs, it deletes it from the corresponding
memory and a negative token is output from the event. The output token contains elements only from the deleted
(incomplete) token because there is no need to join it with the tokens of the right memory. This deletion optimization
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[21] is valid because the tokens that flow among two-inpul events contain the unique OIDs of the objecls involved in
!.he condition. Therefore. !.here can be no ambiguity concerning the matching of incomplete tokens. Furlhermore,
when an incomplete token arrives at an input node, it is matched against the sLOred full tokens of the corresponding
memory. Therefore, the output token is more informative that the input one because it contains more variables.
Example 7.
Consider the rule DR2 of Example 3. In addition, assume that the tokens of Example 6 still reside at !.he twoinput event memories. If the following message:

delete_end(['Serres']) => 41*arc

is sent, then the negative token [41#arc, 'Serres

I )

is propagated 10 the right input of the intra-object event for

class arc. There, it is matched wilh the stored tokens (only one match), ddeted from the right memory and an
incomplete negative token [41#arc, Y, r Serres'] is propagated to the right-input of the inter-object event. In
the right-input it is matched with the stored tokens, variable Y is instantiated to 'Kilkis

I,

and the token is deleted

from the right-input memory. Finally, an incomplete token [X, 'Serres' 1 is output.
The incomplete token is propagated to the deductive rule manager which "requests" the deletion of the partially
instantiated derived object path (start: X, end: r Serres

I ).

This partial instantiation is interpreted as "delete

all paths lhat end in node Serres" which is not correct, because only paths that contain 41#arc should be deleted.
The last example shows that the only two-input event that is not cntitled to deletion optimization is the last one
of the network since the action or the conclusion of the rule might "project away" some of the OlD (or other)
variables. Consequently, the propagation of the "deletion" from thc condition to the action is non-deterministic.
Practically, the execution or non-execution of the join is controlled by the presence of a rule object at the output
of a two-input event. When the event outputs to a rule, then the join is performed. Otherwise the deletion
optimization holds, and incomplete tokens are output.

5.4.2 Negation
Negative intra-object patterns denote conditions that should not be mel in order for the whole rule condition to
become true. The negative pauerns are treated much the same as the positive ones, and they are mapped into one or
more chained intra-object events (two-input events) that correspond to the equivalent positive patterns. The ftrst
inter-object event, however, that is connected to the last node of the intra-object event that corresponds to the
negative pattern behaves in a slightly different manner than a usual (positive) inter-object event. Such a two-input
event that one of its input nodes maps a negative condition element is called a Ilegative event.
Example 8.

If the arc and path objects of Example 3 are extended with the length of the corresponding distance, then the
following deductive rule extends an existing path using only the shortest arc.

IF

Pl@path(start='Thessaloniki',end:Y,length:L) and

2/
not P2@path(start='Athens',end:Y,length<L)

THEN

closest_big_city(small_c~ty:y,b~g

c~ty: 'Thessalon~k~')

The negative condition paUcrn causes a normal intra-object event that corresponds

[0

the positive pauern 10 be

created. However. the inter-object event that connects me two intra-object patterns is not a normal, positive two-input
event, but rather a negative one because its right input stems from a negative condition pattern (Figure 5).
Structurally, positive and negative events do not
positive pattern

positive intra-object event
cqui-join/ PI
positive input

~

negative pattern
positive inlra-objecl evenl
cqui-join/P2

~Cg..tiVC input

differ. However, their behavior

IS

different because the

detection of the intra-object event at the negative input
indicates that the (negative) inter-object event does not

inter-object pattern
negative inter-object event
cqui-joinlY

occur and vice-versa. Another difference between positive

non-equi-join/L

inputs, i.e. the algorithms are the same regardless of the

and negative events is that the former have symmetrical

Figure 5. Example of a negative event.

input source. Negative events, however, behave differently
depending on the input source: the "negative" or the

"positive" inputs. The "negative" input does not contribute values to the output token of the inter-object event
because the negation is not constructive and only stands for value testing (safety requirement).
This is the reason why two negative intra-object events are never joined into an inter-objecl event. If this were
done, no tokens would be propagated by the latter. Instead, the pre-compilation phase ensures that the order of intraobject patterns in the rule condition are such lhat a negative pattern is always joined with a positive one. More
specifically, the complex. event network is constructed in such a manner, that the "left" input of a negative event is
always the "positive" input while the "right" input is the "negative" one.
When a negative event receives a positive token from its "positive" input and the input token does not match
with any tokens stored at the "negative" memory, then a positive token is output. Otherwise nothing happens.
For instance, if the tokens [39#-path, 'Katerini ' , 47 OJ, [11 #path, , Theves I
the right memory of the negative event and the token [4 8#path, I Ka terini I

,

,

150 1 are stored at

70 J arrives at the positive input,

it does not match with any of the previous tokens and the positive token [' Ka terini '] is output. On the other
hand, if the token [96#path,' Theves

I ,

2901 arrives al the positive input, then it matches with the token

[11#-path, 'Theves' , 150 1 and no output token is propagated.
On the other hand, when the "negative" input receives a positive token which matches some of the tokens stored
at the "posilive" memory, negative tokens are output. Of course, the negative tokens may not correspond to past
positive tokens, bUl this check is left out for optimization reasons. When these "unverified" negative tokens are
received by a successive event in the network, they are ignored. When no match exists for the input token, nothing
happens.
For instance, if the tokens [48#-path, I Katerini ' , 70J, [96#path, , Theves

I ,

290 1 are stored at the

left memory of the negative event and the positive token [39ftpa th, 'Katerini' , 470] arrives at the negative
input then it does not match with any of the previous tokens and no output token is propagated. On the other hand, if
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the posilive token [ll#path, 'Theves', 150] urrives at the negative input, it matches with the Loken
[96#path, 'Theves' ,290) and the negative token ( , Theves J is output.
I

Finally, when a negaLive event receives a negative token from its "positive" input, the behavior is exactly the
same as with the behavior of a positive event. However, when the negative token arrives at the "negative" input, the
behavior is pretty much complicated. Specifically, if the input token malches some tokens of the "positive" memory,
these are candidate output tokens. The lattcr are again matched against the "negative" memory. This is done in case

of non-equi-joins where a single token can match more thun one tokens of the opposite memory. The candidate
output tokens that do not match any tokens of the "negative" memory are finally forwarded as posilive output tokens.
For instance, if the loken [96#path, 'Theves', 290] is stored at the left memory of the negative event,
the tokens [11#path, 'Theves' , ISO}, [19#path, 'Theves' , 180] are stored at the right memory and !.he
negative token

[11#path, 'Theves', 150] arrives at the negative input, it matches with the token

[96#path, 'Theves', 290] of the left memory, and the lattcr is a candidate positive output token. However,
'Thessaloniki' is still not the closest big city to 'Theves' because Lhere is one more path from' Athens'

to I Theves' that is shoner than the distance between' Thessaloniki' and' Theves ' . If the candidate token
of !.he left memory is re-matched with the tokens of the "negative" memory, it is found Utat it cannot be propagated at
the output because it matches with at least one token ([ 19#path, , Theves' , 180]) of the "negative" memory.
Therefore, this candidate Loken is rejected, and since there is no o!.her candidate, no tokens arc output.

5.4.3 The Compilation Process
The compilation process consists of 3 phases. During phase-I (precompilation), the rule is parsed; the complex
attribute references are transformed to simple attributes in multiple inlra-object patterns (sce Example 1); and the
parse tree is optimized through re-ordering [4].
The main compilation phase consists of2 stages. During stage-I, the condition is scanned in order to identify
and create the primitive and logical events needed to monitor all the aLtribuLe paLterns of the condition. This stage
also collects information to assist stage-2 about the variables of the condition and action. During stage-2, the
primitive and logical events are joined in pairs to form lwo-inpul events, based on the common variables. First !.he
intra-object and then the inter-object events are constructed.
Finally, in phase-3, the ECA rule is created and linked with the last event of the discrimination network. Al the
end of rule creation, a rule activation phase recursively propagates activation messages from the rule down to the
primitive events of the network which then query the database for objects that already exist and signal the tokens
upwards to the network as if the objects were inserted now to an empty databa.~e. In this way, the network is correctly
initialized with information about pre-existing data.
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6. Extending/Optimizing E-DEVICE
E-DEVICE is very easily extendible due
•

(0

the following reasons;

the 00 architecture allows the transparcm modification of existing system components or the introduction of
new ones;

•

lhe rule managers of EXACT and DEVICE are quite general and flexible and allow the fe-use and the panial
modification of many of their components to support new rule types;

•

the rule managers of E·DEVICE allow the modification of the rule semantics by changing lhe values of
certain class attributes.

Deductive rules and rules for derived and aggregate attributes are some examples of extensions to the basic
DEVICE system. New rule types are added in E-DEVICE by the following two steps:
Step 1. A new rule manager should be added as a subclass (direct or indirect) of (he production rule manager

(Figure I). This gives the new rule manager inheritance of lhe default production rule semantics, such as the sharing
of a common rule conflict set, lhe re-configurable conflict resolution criteria, and the rule action execution.
The conflict resolution criteria can be controlled by the corresponding class variables of the conflict set which
can have on or off as their values. For example. the production and deductive rule managers have different conflict
resolution criteria, as described in section 5.3.
When two rule types have a direct typesubtype relationship and exactly the same
conflict resolution criteria, they can share a
no

persistent
production RM

conunon

deducLiveRM

controlled
no

no

non-m:uerialised
deductive RM

conflict
by

sel.
an

This

sharing

attribute

of

IS

the

corresponding rule manager. If the sharing

derived atlribute

aLtribuLe is seL Lo no, the rule manager has an

RM

independent conflict set from its super-type(s)
and is activated individually by the rule

aggregate
altribUie RM

RM:=Rule Manager

scheduler. When this variable is set to yes,
the rule manager shares the conflict set of its
first superclass that has its sharing attribute

Figure 6. Sharing of conflict sets among the rule managers of E-

DEVICE

set to no. The existing rule managers of E·
DEVICE are shown in Figure 6. The rule

manager of persistent production rules shares the conflict set of the volatile production rules while deductive and
non-materialized deductive rules maintain their own conflicL sel. Finally, derived and aggregate attribute rules have a
common contlict set.

Step 2. The new rule manager can be either an instance of the metaclass of the production rule manager or a
new metaclass can be generated as a subclass of the metaclass of the production rule manager. The former solution
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gives lhe new rule type a rule creation semantics (parsing, pre-compilation, optimization. compilation, rule object
generation etc.) similar to !.he one of production rules. The latter solution can be used when lhe new rule type partially
inherits the rule generation semantics of production rules and partially fe-defines them, as it is the case for deductive
rules.

6.1 Optimization of the Complex Event Network
The event network requires a large storage space for the two-input memories and can duplicate the contents of
the database in cerlain cases. In order to avoid such a waste of space, we introduced certain optimizations to the basic
discrimination network that require less space at no or very little extra performance cost. These are the virtual and
hybrid memories of two-input events.
It must be noted here that these optimizations ure a compromise between complex events, performance, and

space overhead. More specifically, the whole idea behind complex

evenL~ i~

to have an incremental and autonomous

mechanism that is able to detect whether multiple events have occurred in the database. However, for space
optimization purposes and no extra performance cost, we are willing to sacrifice the autonomicity of complex event
detection.

6.1.1 Virtual Memories
Virtual memories save storage space for rule conditions that include attribute patterns with no attribute tests.
This optimization also increases the performance of matching since the storage management of large event memories
requires some extra time that is not compensated by the smaller size of the joined relations because there is no
selection associated with the node. Consider for example the following intra-object pattern:
A@arc(start='Thessaloniki',end:Y)
There is not a direct lest associated with attribute end; therefore, nothing is gained by storing ull the signaled [A, Y]
tokens at the corresponding intra-object event memory. Instcud, the values of the attribute end are directly retrieved
from the original arc objects when required with no performance penally.
The same principle applies to larger patterns of the condition, such as intra-object patterns:
P@path(start:X,end:Y) and
A@arc(start:Y,end:Z)
Both intra-object patterns consist of two attribute patterns with no direct attribute tesls. There is no gain if all signaled
tokens are stored at the memories of the successor inter-object event. Instead, the values of the attributes are directly
retrieved from the database objects when required. In this example, none of the variables are slored. Therefore, there
is 100% saving in storage space of two-input memories. Virtual memories can appear only at intra-object events or at
the first successor inter-object event.
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6.1.2 Hybrid Memories
Hybrid memories mix stored and virtual variable values in an input token of an intcr-object event. Hybrid
memories store only the absolutely necessary information and retrieve the rest of lIle token values from the original
database objects. Consider the following rule condition:
Al@arc(start='Thessaloniki',end:X,length:LlJ and
A2@arc(start:X,end:¥,road='Highway',length:L21 and
A3@arc(start:Y,end='Athens',length:L3j

This condition involves 3 related instances of class arc with various differing selection criteria. When each of the 3
intra-object events emanates an output token, it means that a certain arc has satisfied the corresponding inlra-object
pattern. This arc instance is uniquely identified by its OlD; therefore, there is no need to store in the input memories
of !.he subsequent inter-object events tbe rest of the variables !.hat appear inside the pattern because these can be very
easily retrieved later by accessing tbe original object
The above concept is illustrated in Figure 7. This shows that tokens flowing from event to event are different
from the tokens actually stored in the corresponding memories. In addition to the aID variables iliat are stored in
every memory. the join variable of each inter-object event is also stored at the input memories, in order to ease me
process of joining at the expense of a little extra storage space at each memory. The rest of the variables that flow
into each imer-object event are virtual, i.e. they are not stored but directly accessed via messages from the
corresponding objects. A non-aID variable can become both a stored and a virtual variable, depending on the interobject evem, whereas OlD variables are always stored variables.

[A3,Y,L3]
[Al,A2,X,
Y,Ll,L2]
[Al,X]

[A2,X]

IillI

inlr.l·objccL event

[J

inll:r-objoxl l:vem

------... signal, anti-signal

[A1,A2, Y]

[A3, Yl

Figure 7. Hybrid memories of inter-object evenL~
At run-time, first the stored variables are matched against the incoming token and upon success the virtual
variables are retrieved and matched. Of course. this extra complication of token retrieval and matching has some
extra overhead because tokens are matched in one step while the direct object access requires one message per
attribute to be sent to the corresponding object, but the gain in storage requirements can be much more significant.
Specifically, for the above condition, only 9 out of 16 variables are stored in the inter-objecllnemory space.
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6.2 Set-Oriented Rule Execution Scheme
The rule execution cycle we have considered so far is ruple-oriented which means that at each production cycle
only one rule instantiation is considered. A possible optimization of this scheme is

(0

gatiler together all !.he

instantiations of the same rule and execute them in a single step. In this way, a significam reduction in the number of
production cycles and the rule execution time can be achieved, as it is demonstrated in the performance section.
However, it must be noted that the semantics of rule execution regarding conflict resolution is slightly changed due to
the set-oriented nature of rule execution. Specifically, a case might arise where a rule that waits in the conflict set for

a long lime is promoted and executed due to a single update [22).

7. System Performance
In this section. we measure the performance of deductive rule execution in E-DEVICE. and we compare il to
the one-la-many approach of [8]. In [4] we have compared

~imilurly

the performance of production rule execution to

the one-to-many approach of [31] and concluded thal DEVICE is faster in bulk data loading and value-based joins
while the approach of [31] is better at following object references.
Example 9.

DRl:

DR2:

IF

A@arc(start:thessaloniki,end:Y)

THEN

path{start:thessaloniki,end:Yl

IF

P@path(start:thessaloniki,end:Y) and
A@arc(start:Y,end:Z\=thessaloniki)

THEN

path(start:thessaloniki,end:Z)

For the tests, we use the definition of the path derived class in Example 9 which is similar to Example 3.
However, it does not compute all the derivable path objects. but only those paths reachable from an initial node to
all other nodes of the graph. The arc database we used comprises of the road connections belween cities of
Macedonia. Greece. The initial node is Thessaloniki, the capital of Macedonia. Three sub-graphs of the map of
Macedonia have been used with increasing detail. i.e. more cities and road connections.
We also manually generated the ECA rules and events needed to maintain the same derived class under the oneto-many approach. A sample rule for each of the three categories defete-re-derive-im'ert is shown in Figure 8. Notice
that all the sample rules correspond to the non-recursive rule of Example 9. The ECA rules for the recursive
deductive rule are even more complex.
The results are shown in Table 5 and Table 6. Columns marked A, B represent the materialized and nonmaterialized approaches of E-DEVICE, respectively. The keyword set indicates the set-oriented rule execution.
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~ ************** Insertion Rule ******************
new([Event, [active method([put start]l,active class([arcl),when([after]l
l]l => rum inheritable IDS event,
new([Rl, [event{[Event])~ condition{[(occurrence-params(Params),current object(Params,Arc),
current arguments (Params, [Start])~Start=thessaloniki,
get endCEnd) => Are, condition result([Arc,Start,Endjl)]),
action(!(occurrence-params(Params),condition result([Arc,Start,End]l,
«get start(Startl => Are, get end (End) => Arc) ->
({get (P) => path, get start. (Startl) => P, Startl = Start,
get end{Endl) => p,-Endl = End) -> true;
-new{[p, [start([Start]),end([End])]]l => path); true))]l,
J]) => rum insert rule,
% *********~**** Deletion Rule ******************
new { [Event, [active method ( [delete start]) ,active class( [arc]) ,when( (after] 1
] J) => rum inheritable InS event, new {[Rl, (event ([Event]) ~ condition«((occurrence params{Params),current object{Params,Arc),
current_arguments (Params, [Start]), Start=thessaloniki,
get end (End) => Arc,cond~tion result((Arc,Start,End]»)]),
action{[(occurrence params(Params),
conditIon result([Arc,Start,End]},
((get{P) ~> path, get start(Startl) => P, Startl
Start,
get end{Endll => P~ Endl = End) ->
- delete => P; true)} I)
]l) => rom delete rule,
% *********~**** Re-derivation Rule ******************
new ( [Event, [active method { [delete] } ,active class ( (path 1 ) , when ( [before] )
]]) => rum inheritable IDS event,
new( [Rl, [event ( [Event]):- condition{[{occurrence params(Params),current object (Params, Path) ,
current arguments {Params, (]),
get start (Start) => Path,Start=thessaloniki,
get-end (End) => Path, condition result{[Start,End)))]),
action([(occurrence-params(paramsl,condition_result{[Start,End]),
current object (Pararns,Path) ,
((get(Arc) => arc,get start(Start) => Arc,get end(End) => Arc,
not«(get(Pathl => path,get start{Start) => Path,
get end (End) => Path} fj ->
new{(P,[start([Start]),end{[Endll]]l => path;true)l])
] ]) => rom reinsert rule

Figu["e 8. Example ofECA rules used in the test (EXACT notation)
Finally. columns marked with C represent the one-to-many approach. The numbers indicate user CPU time in
seconds measured on a Sun Ultra Enterprise 3000 wilh Solaris 2.5.1. Notice thal the tables show only derivation costs
as the message sending and objecl creation costs of ADAM have been subtracted.
Table 5 shows the performance for bulk and single inserts. The set oriented approach is favored for bulk inserts
since too many similar actions are executed in a single production cycle. More specifically, Table 7 shows the
production cycles for each of the tests which explains why the set-oricntcd approach is significantly faster than the
tuple-orienled one. The non-materialized approach is slower than the m3lerialized one because the m3tching phase is
separated from the object creation phase. and many pieces of code are redund3ntly re-executed. Furthcrmore, the aneta-many approach is slower th3n the E-DEVICE 3pproach because of redundant condition checking during the
malching phase (analyzed in section 4.1).
The single insert test shows th3t there is no significant difference between the tuple-oriented 3nd the set orienled
approaches since only one action at any cycle is executed. Furthennorc, it is evidcnt th3t the materialized appro3ch is
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Bulk Insert
.... ............ ................
...... .........
Cities/Arcs
A
A (set)
B
B (set)

....... " ....... ...............
C

A

Single Insert
................ ............... .... .............. " ............
A (sel)
B
B(ser)
C

-

7/18

6.90

5.00

10.03

8.44

8.99

0.92

0.92

12.02

10.05

1.39

13/38

18.21

10.16

25.10

18.32

18.82

0.95

0.92

28.69

20.96

1.50

28/88

64.59

24.87

96.03

57.78

47.90

0.97

0.98 103.08

62.82

1.79

Table 5. Performance comparison belween the E-DEVICE and the one-la-many approach for inserts

P.~~.~~~..P~.~.!~~~!:h .0 ................ }~~!'t~ ..!.... }~~.~.~.~ .... ..~.~~~.~ 3 ..
Cities/Arcs

7//8

/3/38

28/88

A

0.59

0.59

0.57

0.88

1.87

1.90

A (set)

0.59

0.58

0.58

0.86

l.88

UI9

C

6.33

11.73

52.95

1.59

51.95

52.24

/3/38

28/88

28/88

Table 6. Perfonnance comparison between the E-DEVICE and the one-ta-many approach for deletes
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2

2

2

2

2

3

4

5
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2

2

2

2

2
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4-2-2

4-2-4

12-2-5

2-1-1

13-2-4
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A
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C

.............. .P~~.~!~.p.~!!!}.~~g~.. ~............ J~~~.~ ..~ ... Jt;:~.~~.~ .... .. ~.~~~ ..~ ...

13/38

28/88

28/88

Table 7. Production cycles for the various tests
significantly faster than the non-materialized approach because of incremental matching. The materialized approach's
only disadvantage is the storage space occupied by the discrimination network and the derived objects, whereas the
non·materialized approach empties this space after query execution. Furthermore, the E-DEVICE (materialized)
approach is faster than the one-to-many approach and scales-up more nicely. Redundant condition checking and joins
computed between larger sets of instances in the one-to-many approach explains this, whereas the E-DEVICE
approach pre-selects instances according [0 the tests present in the rule condition.
Table 6 shows the performance for deletions of a single arc that causes the deletion of

a paths (alternative

derivations) and paths of length 1,2 and 3 arcs. The set-oriented approach is faster only at the deletion of the path of
length 3 because there exist more than one anti-actions that can be executed in a single production cycle (Table 7).
The one-to-many approach is significantly slower (up to 2 orders of magnitude!) because during the propagation of
the deletion from the arcs to the paths. several paths that shouldn't really be deleted are deleted and must be rederived [8]. This is shown in Table 7 where the production cycles for the one-to-many approach are shown in the
following order: delele·re·derive·;nserl. The counter-based approach of E-DEVICE avoids the unnecessary deletion
and re-derivation costs.
A noticeable advantage ofE·DEVICE is that the deletion time (for deletion of 0 paths) does not scale-up with
the size of the database because the search among the path objects is restrained among the ones that begin from
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Thessaloniki. The one-to-many approach, on the other hand, scales-up rapidly due to the increasing complexity of the

road network and the associated deletions and re-derivations. The rest of the deletion lesls clearly show that EDEVICE is significantly faster at most of lhe cases, and the reasons are the same with the previous tesLS. As an
exception, the deletion of the palh of lenglh 1 is "only" 50% slower because Lhe deleted arc does not affect the
connecLivily of the graph.

8. Conclusions and Fntnre Work
In this paper we presented the architecture of an extensible active Knowledge Base System, called E-DEVICE,
that provides the infraslructure for the integration of multiple declarative rule systems inlo a single active OODB. The
core DEVICE system is based on the translation of production rules into one ECA rule which is triggered by a
network of complex events. E-DEVICE is an extension of DEVICE that allows the straightforward integration of new
declarative rule types by adding new rule managers and compilation schemes. This is achieved by extending the
functionality of production rules. In the paper we described the integration of deductive rules using a materialized and
a non-materialized approach, and rules for derived and aggregate attributes.
E-DEVICE has been fully implemented in the EXACT active OODB [II], but it could also be implemented in
other systems lhat support extensible rule and event types as il was fully described in [3]. The pcrfonnance of
deductive rules using the E-DEVICE approach was

mea~ured

to be

fa~ter

than the one-to-many approach on

incremental insenions and deletions while under a set-oriented rule execuLion scheme, it is also bellcr for bulk inserts.
Concerning the efficiency of the discrimination network, we plan to support alternative optimized networks [22, 21,
24, 25], in addition to the RETE-like one we now support. Since all the above are just variations of the basic RETE
network, it is fairly easy to implement them by extending the compilation scheme and the run-time behavior of the
complex event nodes.
In the future, we plan to add more rule types such as integrity constraints. We will explore the possibility of
translating a high-level functional constraint language, called CoLan [I], into production rules by providing
constraint repair actions. Furthermore, the deferred "event-condition" coupling of DEVICE production rules provides
the "right" framework for alleviating the strictness with temporary integrity violation that is inherent in the methodembedded integrity checking technique of [ll.
Our current work includes the incorporation of the declarative rule facilities into a parallel OODB system,
named PRACfIC [2], in order to provide a fast and flexible parallel acLive KBS. We are currently working on
parallelizing an active rule system, examining issues such as rule execution concurrency, control and distributed
conflicl resolution.
Furthermore, we explore the integration ofE-DEVICE as a main-memory add-on module to the object-oriented
multidatabase InterBase* [26]. This integration will provide a system with the necessary functionality for data
warehousing. More specifically, InterBase* will provide interoperability al the application level and high-level
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support for an integrated atomic commiunenl [27J while E·DEVICE will offer a declarative language for defining
complex views over the source data and an efficient mechanism for materializing and self-maintaining those views
[5).

9. Appendix A - Declarative Rule Syntax
<production_rule> ::= if <condition> then <action>
<deductive rule> ::= if <condition> then <derived class_template>
<derived attribute rule> ::= if <condition> then <derived attribute template>
<condition> ::= <inter-abject-pattern>

<inter-abject-pattern>

<condition-element> ['and' <inter-object-pattern>]

<inter-abject-pattern> ::= <inter-abject-pattern> 'and' <prolog_cond>
<condition-element> ::= ['not'] <intra-abject-pattern>
<intra-object-pattern> ::= [<variable>'@']<class>[' ('<attr-patterns>') ']
<attr-patterns> ::= <attr-pattern>[', '<attr-patterns>J
<attr-pattern> ::= <var-assignment> I <predicate>
<attr-pattern> .. = <attr-function>': '<variable> <reI-operator> <value>
<var-assignment> ::= <attr-function>': '<variable>
<predicate> ::= <attr-function> <predicates>
<predicates> ::= <reI-operator> <value> [{ &

) <predicates>]

<reI-operator> ::= = I > I >= I =< I < I \=
<value> ::= <constant>

<variable>

<attr-function> ::= [<attr-function>'. 'l<attribute>
<prolog_cond> ::= 'prolog'

'['<prolog_goal>'}'

<action> ::= <prolog_goal>
<derived_class_template> ::= <derived_class>'('<templ-patterns>\)'
<derived_attribute_template> ::= <variable>'@'[<class>}'('<tempi-patterns>')
<tempI-patterns> ::= <tempI-pattern> [',' <tempI-pattern>]
<tempI-pattern> ::= <attribute>':' [<value> I
<aggregate function>' ('<variable>') 'J
<aggregate_function> ::= count I sum I avg I max I min
<class> :: = An existing OODE clas.'i or derived class
<derived class> :: = All existillg OODB derived class or a IWII-existillg OODB class
<a ttribute> :: = All existing attribute ofthe correspolldillg 00D8 class or derived class
<prolog_goal> :: = All arbitrary Prolog/ADAM goal

3/
<constant> :: = A valid COl/stam of all OODB simple arrrib//te type
<variable> :: = A valid Prolog variable
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